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Description 

This  invention  relates  to  a  hydraulic  servo- 
mechanism  for  controlling  the  position  of  a  slid- 
ing  element  such  as  a  movable  pulley  element  or 
conical  disc  of  a  pulley  in  an  infinitely  variable 
automatic  transmission  or  the  like. 

Various  types  of  hydraulic  servomechanisms 
are  conventionally  known.  Most  of  these  conven- 
tional  servomechanisms  are  adapted  to  control 
the  position  of  a  sliding  element  to  be  controlled, 
by  varying  the  flow  rate  of  hydraulic  fluid  sup- 
plied  to  a  hydraulic  pressure  chamber  for  urging 
the  sliding  element.  Such  an  arrangement  having 
the  features  of  the  first  part  of  claim  1  is  known 
from  GB-A-889,445.  This  control  manner,  how- 
ever,  requires  a  complex  valve  mechanism  for 
controlling  the  fluid  flow  rate  applied  to  the 
pressure  chamber  as  well  as  a  control  system 
therefor,  rendering  the  servomechanism  compli- 
cated  in  structure,  resulting  in  high  manufactur- 
ing  costs.  Furthermore,  in  the  earlier  system  the 
arrangement  is  such  that  the  valve  mechanism 
must  supply  a  relatively  large  volume  of  hydraulic 
fluid. 

It  is  the  object  of  the  invention  to  provide  a 
hydraulic  servomechanism  which  does  not 
require  such  a  complex  a  valve  mechanism  or 
valve  control  system,  and  can  thus  be  simple  in 
structure  but  is  capable  of  controlling  the  position 
of  the  sliding  element  with  high  accuracy,  thereby 
permitting  a  large  reduction  in  the  manufacturing 
cost. 

Viewed  from  one  aspect  of  the  invention  pro- 
vides  a  hydraulic  servomechanism  comprising  a 
basic  body  having  an  axial  bore  formed  therein,  a 
peripheral  wall,  and  an  outer  peripheral  surface;  a 
stationary  element  provided  on  the  outer  peri- 
pheral  surface  of  said  basic  body  at  a  predeter- 
mined  location  and  having  an  outer  peripheral 
portion;  a  sliding  element  fitted  on  the  outer 
peripheral  surface  of  said  basic  body  and  adjacent 
said  stationary  element  and  arranged  for  axial 
sliding  movement  relative  to  the  basic  body  and 
the  stationary  element,  said  sliding  element 
cooperating  with  said  basic  body  and  said  station- 
ary  element  to  define  therebetween  a  hydraulic 
pressure  chamber  having  therein  a  hydraulic  fluid 
acting  upon  said  sliding  element  to  cause  axial 
displacement  thereof;  an  urging  member  urging 
said  sliding  element  against  the  pressure  of  said 
hydraulic  fluid  within  said  hydraulic  pressure 
chamber;  a  hydraulic  fluid  supply  source  for 
generating  the  pressure  of  said  hydraulic  fluid 
supplied  to  said  hydraulic  pressure  chamber;  a 
control  element  being  axially  slidably  mounted  in 
said  bore  of  the  basic  body,  and  means  being 
provided  for  changing  the  axial  position  of  the 
control  element  so  that  the  fluid  pressure  in  said 
pressure  chamber  is  controlled,  to  thereby  control 
the  axial  position  of  the  sliding  element,  whereby 
the  position  of  the  sliding  element  is  slaved  to 
that  of  the  control  element,  characterised  in  that  a 
plurality  of  through  bores  are  formed  in  the 
peripheral  wall  of  said  basic  body  and  axially 

arranged  at  predetermined  intervals  for 
communicating  between  said  axial  bore  of  said 
basic  body  and  said  hydraulic  pressure  chamber, 
said  through  bores  being  completely  covered  by 

5  the  sliding  element  and  being  disposed  to  be 
closed  and  opened  successively  by  communica- 
tion  thereof  with  a  communication  hole  formed  in 
said  sliding  element,  the  outer  peripheral  surface 
of  said  control  element  having  formed  therein  a 

ro  first  communication  passage  of  predetermined 
axial  length  for  communicating,  depending  upon 
the  axial  position  of  said  control  element,  said 
through  bores  with  said  hydraulic  fluid  supply 
source,  and  a  second  communication  passage  of 

15  predetermined  axial  length  for  communicating, 
depending  upon  the  axial  position  of  said  control 
element,  said  through  bores  with  a  zone  under  a 
lower  pressure. 

An  embodiment  of  the  invention  will  now  be 
20  described  by  way  of  example  and  with  reference 

to  the  accompanying  drawings,  in  which:  — 
Fig.  1  is  a  longitudinal  sectional  view  of  a 

driving  pulley  of  an  infinitely  variable  automatic 
transmission,  equipped  with  a  hydraulic  servo- 

25  mechanism  according  to  the  invention;  and 
Fig.  2  is  a  fragmentary  side  view  of  a  peripheral 

wall  portion  of  a  drive  shaft  in  Fig.  2,  which  is 
formed  with  through  bores. 

Referring  to  Fig.  1,  there  is  illustrated  a  section 
30  of  a  driving  pulley  of  an  infinitely  variable  auto- 

matic  transmission  for  automotive  vehicles,  in 
which  is  incorporated  a  hydraulic  servo- 
mechanism  according  to  the  invention.  The  driv- 
ing  pulley  1  is  a  variable  pitch  type,  and  com- 

35  prises  a  drive  shaft  (basic  body)  4  rotatably 
supported  by  a  wall  portion  of  a  transmission 
casing,  not  shown,  via  ball  bearings  2  and  3,  a 
stationary  pulley  element  5  in  the  form  of  a 
conical  disc,  formed  integrally  on  the  outer  peri- 

40  pheral  surface  of  the  drive  shaft  4,  and  a  movable 
pulley  element  (sliding  element)  6  fitted  on  the 
drive  shaft  4  in  opposed  relation  to  the  stationary 
pulley  element  5  and  axially  slidably  movable 
thereon  through  a  limited  stroke  but  prohibited 

45  from  circumferential  displacement  relative 
thereof.  The  movable  pulley  element  6  has  a 
cylindrical  boss  6a,  a  pulley  body  6b  in  the  form  of 
a  conical  disc  formed  integrally  on  an  end  of  the 
boss  6a,  and  a  cylindrical  peripheral  wall  6c 

so  extending  integrally  from  an  outer  peripheral 
edge  of  the  pulley  body  6b  in  an  axial  direction 
away  from  the  stationary  pulley  element  5.  The 
boss  6a  has  its  inner  peripheral  surface  axially 
slidably  fitted  in  the  outer  peripheral  surface  of 

55  the  drive  shaft  4  in  a  liquidtight  manner. 
A  stationary  piston  element  (stationary 

element)  7  is  rigidly  fitted  on  the  drive  shaft  4  in  a 
manner  prohibited  from  rotation  and  axial  dis- 
placement  relative  to  the  drive  shaft  4,  at  a  side  of 

60  the  movable  pulley  element  6  remote  from  the 
stationary  pulley  element  5.  The  stationary  piston 
element  7  has  a  cylindrical  boss  7a  rigidly  fitted 
on  the  drive  shaft  4,  an  enlarged  cylindrical 
portion  7b  extending  integrally  from  an  end  of  the 

65  boss  7a  toward  the  movable  pulley  element  6, 
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and  an  annular  flange  7c  radially  outwardly 
extending  integrally  from  an  end  of  the  cylindrical 
portion  7b.  The  annular  flange  7c  of  the  stationary 
piston  element  7  has  its  outer  peripheral  surface 
slidably  fitted  with  the  inner  peripheral  surface  of 
the  cylindrical  peripheral  wall  6c  of  the  movable 
pulley  element  6  in  a  liquidtight  manner,  to 
thereby  define  a  hydraulic  pressure  chamber  8 
between  the  movable  pulley  element  6,  the 
stationary  piston  element  7,  and  the  outer  peri- 
pheral  surface  of  the  drive  shaft  4. 

An  elongate  axial  bore  9  is  formed  in  the  interior 
of  the  drive  shaft  4  and  extends  longitudinally 
thereof,  from  an  end  face  of  the  drive  shaft  4 
remote  from  the  stationary  pulley  element  5  to  a 
location  diametrically  corresponding  to  the  pulley 
element  5.  The  drive  shaft  4  has  its  peripheral  wall 
radially  formed  therein  with  a  plurality  of  (nine  in 
the  illustrated  embodiment  as  seen  in  Fig.  2) 
through  bores  101t  102,  and  103  communicating 
between  the  axial  bore  9  and  the  hydraulic 
pressure  chamber  8  and  axially  arranged  at  equal 
intervals  in  the  mentioned  order  as  viewed  in  the 
direction  from  the  stationary  piston  elements  to 
the  stationary  pulley  element  5.  As  shown  in  Fig.  2, 
the  through  bores  are  divided  into  three  groups, 
and  in  each  group  the  through  bores  101f  102,  and 
103  are  arranged  such  that  a  line  passing  the 
centers  of  these  bores  lies  parallel  with  the  axis  of 
the  drive  shaft  4.  The  through  bores  of  each  group 
are  spaced  at  predetermined  circumferential  inter- 
vals  from  circumferentially  corresponding  ones  of 
the  adjacent  group(s),  whereas  the  former  are 
axially  offset  with  respect  to  the  latter  by  a  half  of 
the  pitch  of  the  through  bores  of  the  same  group. 
These  through  bores  10!  —  103  are  disposed  to  be 
closed  and  opened  by  the  boss  6a  of  the  movable 
pulley  element  6  as  it  is  axially  moved  on  the  drive 
shaft  4. 

Reverting  to  Fig.  1,  the  peripheral  wall  of  the 
radial  drive  shaft  4  is  further  formed  therein  with  a 
radial  through  hole  1  1  as  a  hydraulic  drain  hole  at  a 
location  closer  to  the  stationary  pulley  element  5 
than  the  through  bores  10,  —  103  are,  and  spaced 
from  the  latter  by  a  predetermined  distance.  An 
axial  slit  12  is  formed  in  the  outer  peripheral 
surface  of  the  drive  shaft  4  and  extends  between 
an  outer  open  end  of  the  drain  hole  11  and  the 
stationary  pulley  element  5,  whereby  even  when 
the  movable  pulley  element  6  is  moved  to  an 
extreme  position  closest  to  the  stationary  pulley 
element  5,  the  communication  is  continually  main- 
tained  between  the  drain  hole  11  and  the  outside  of 
the  drive  shaft  4,  i.e.  a  zone  under  a  low  pressure, 
due  to  the  pressure  of  the  slit  12. 

The  boss  6a  of  the  movable  pulley  element  6  is 
formed  therein  with  a  communication  hole  13 
which  communicates  between  the  through  holes 
101  —  103  and  the  hydraulic  pressure  chamber  8, 
and  comprises  an  annular  groove  13a  formed  in 
the  inner  peripheral  surface  of  the  boss  6a  along  its 
whole  circumference  as  shown  in  Fig.  2,  and  a 
through  hole  13b  radially  extending  in  the  boss  6a 
between  the  bottom  of  the  annual  groove  13a  and 
the  outer  peripheral  surface  of  the  boss  6a.  The 

width  of  the  annular  groove  13a  is  set  at  a  value 
equal  to  or  slightly  larger  than  the  diameter  of  the 
through  holes  10,  —  103. 

A  control  element  14  is  axially  slidably  fitted  in 
5  the  axial  bore  9  of  the  drive  shaft  4  in  a  liquidtight 

manner,  which  is  formed  by  an  elongate  hollow 
cylindrical  member  of  the  predetermined  length 
having  open  opposite  ends.  The  control  element 
14  has  its  outer  end  formed  integrally  with  an 

m  annular  radial  flange  14a,  and  its  left  end  portion 
has  its  outer  peripheral  surface  formed  with  a 
communication  passage  15  for  supply  of  the 
hydraulicfluidto  the  hydraulic  pressure  chamber  8 
and  another  communication  passage  16  for  drain 

15  of  the  hydraulic  fluid  to  the  lower  pressure  zone, 
axially  spaced  from  the  former  by  a  predetermined 
distance.  The  fluid  supply  communication 
passage  15  serves  to  communicate  the  through 
bores  10-,  —  103  with  a  hydraulic  fluid  supply  source 

20  19,  such  as  an  oil  pump,  and  is  formed  by  an 
annular  groove  of  a  predetermined  axial  size 
circumferentially  extending  along  the  whole  cir- 
cumference  of  the  control  element  14.  The  com- 
munication  passage  15  permanently  com- 

25  municates  with  the  hydraulic  fluid  supply  source 
19  by  way  of  a  radial  hole  17  formed  through  the 
peripheral  wall  of  the  control  element  14,  the 
interior  of  the  control  element  14,  and  the  interior 
of  a  hydraulic  fluid-feeding  pipe  18  supportedly 

30  fitted  in  the  interior  of  the  control  element  14  by 
means  of  a  retainer  18a. 

The  hydraulic  fluid  drain  communication 
passage  16,  which  has  a  predetermined  axial  size, 
is  located  on  the  stationary  pulley  element  5  side 

35  with  respect  to  the  communication  passage  15, 
and  serves  to  communicate  the  through  bores 
10,  —  103  with  the  hydraulic  fluid  drain  hole  11 
leading  to  the  lower  pressure  zone. 

A  drive  device  20  is  provided  for  axially  moving 
40  the  control  element  14,  and  comprises  an  electric 

motor  20a,  and  a  cam  20b  rotatively  driven  by  the 
former  and  has  a  camming  surface  engaging  with 
the  radial  flange  14a  of  the  control  element  14.  The 
electric  motor  20a  is  electrically  connected  to  an 

45  electronic  control  unit  23  which  is  operable  in 
response  to  various  parameters  of  an  engine 
associated  with  the  automatic  transmission,  such 
as  engine  rotational  speed,  throttle  valve  opening, 
intake  air  pressure  in  the  intake  pipe  between  the 

50  carburetor  and  the  engine,  and  engine  coolant 
temperature,  and  supplies  a  control  signal  based 
on  such  parameters  to  the  electric  motor  20a  to 
drive  the  control  element  14. 

An  endless  driving  V-belt  21  formed  of  a  metal 
55  such  as  steel  is  wound  around  the  driving  pulley  1 

and  a  driven  pulley,  not  shown,  which  is  variable  in 
pitch  diameter  or  belt  diameter  in  response  to  a 
change  in  the  pitch  diameter  of  the  driving  pulley 
1.  The  movable  pulley  element  6  of  the  driving 

60  pulley  1  is  urged  by  a  pinch  force  given  by  the  V- 
belt  21,  against  the  fluid  pressure  within  the 
hydraulic  pressure  chamber  8.  The  control 
element  14  is  also  urged  toward  the  stationary 
pulley  element  5  by  a  spring  22  mounted  in  the 

65  axial  hole  9  of  the  drive  shaft  4. 
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The  operation  of  the  automatic  transmission 
equipped  with  this  servomechanism  according  to 
the  invention  will  now  be  described.  In  the  posi- 
tion  of  Fig.  1,  the  automatic  transmission  is  in  a 
lowest  speed-providing  state  wherein  the  driving 
pulley  1  has  the  maximum  pitch  or  interspace 
with  the  driving  belt  21  biased  to  the  radially 
innermost  position,  while  the  driven  pulley  has 
the  minimum  pitch  or  interspace  with  the  belt 
biased  to  the  radially  outermost  position.  On  this 
occasion,  the  control  element  14  is  biased  in  a 
right  extreme  position  as  viewed  in  Fig.  1,  remot- 
est  from  the  stationary  pulley  element  5,  wherein 
the  communication  between  the  fluid  supply 
communication  passage  15  and  the  radially  inner 
ends  of  the  through  bores  10!  —  103  of  the  group 
shown  in  Fig.  1  is  blocked  by  a  portion  of  the  outer 
peripheral  sliding  surface  of  the  control  element 
14  between  the  communication  passage  15  and 
the  communication  passage  16,  with  the  radially 
outer  end  of  the  through  bore  10-,  alone  in 
communication  with  the  hydraulic  pressure 
chamber  8  via  the  communication  hole  13,  while 
the  radially  outer  ends  of  the  other  through  bores 
102  and  103  of  the  same  group  are  blocked  by  the 
boss  6a  of  the  movable  pulley  element  6  with  the 
radially  inner  ends  of  the  through  bores  102  and 
103  and  the  drain  hole  11  opening  into  the  fluid 
drain  communication  passage  16. 

If  the  control  element  14  in  the  illustrated 
position  is  moved  toward  the  stationary  pulley 
element  5  against  the  force  of  the  spring  22  by 
rotating  the  cam  20b,  the  radially  inner  end  of  the 
through  bore  10,  of  the  illustrated  group  is 
brought  into  communication  with  the  fluid  supply 
communication  passage  15  whereby  hydraulic 
fluid  from  the  hydraulic  fluid  supply  source  19  is 
guided  to  the  hydraulic  pressure  chamber  8  by 
way  of  the  interior  of  the  pipe  18,  the  interior  of 
the  control  element  14,  the  hole  17  of  the  control 
element  14,  the  fluid  supply  communication 
passage  15,  and  the  communication  holes  13  in 
the  mentioned  order.  The  resulting  increased 
pressure  within  the  hydraulic  pressure  chamber  8 
forces  the  movable  pulley  element  6  to  move 
toward  the  stationary  pulley  element  5  or  leftward 
as  viewed  in  Fig.  1  against  the  pinch  force  of  the 
V-belt  21  ,  and  accordingly  the  V-belt  21  is  forcedly 
moved  radially  outward  of  the  driving  pulley  1 
while  simultanesouly  it  is  moved  radially  inward 
of  the  driven  pulley,  thus  reducing  the  trans- 
mission  ratio  or  achieving  a  higher  speed-provid- 
ing  state.  With  the  movement  of  the  movable 
pulley  element  6  toward  the  stationary  pulley 
element  5,  the  communication  hole  13  comes  into 
communication  with  the  radially  outer  ends  of  the 
through  holes  102  and  103  of  the  group  illustrated 
in  Fig.  1  .  On  the  other  hand,  with  the  movement  of 
the  control  element  14  toward  the  stationary 
pulley  element  5,  the  through  holes  10,,  102  and 
103  sequentially  come  into  communication  with 
the  fluid  supply  communication  passage  15.  In 
this  way,  by  moving  the  control  element  14 
toward  the  stationary  pulley  element  5,  the  flow 
rate  of  hydraulic  fluid  into  the  hydraulic  pressure 

chamber  8  is  increased  so  that  the  movable  pulley 
element  6  approaches  that  stationary  pulley 
element  5  to  reduce  the  pulley  pitch,  forcing  the 
V-belt  21  of  the  driving  pulley  1  radially  outward 

5  or  toward  a  smaller  transmission  ratio.  When  the 
control  element  14  is  moved  to  the  extreme 
position  closest  to  the  stationary  pulley  element 
5,  the  movable  pulley  element  6  is  corre- 
spondingly  moved  to  the  extreme  position  closest 

10  to  the  stationary  pulley  element  5,  whereby  the 
driving  pulley  pitch  is  reduced  to  obtain  a  smaller 
transmission  ratio  or  a  highest  speed-providing 
state. 

If  in  this  smaller  transmission  ratio  position,  the 
15  cam  20b  is  rotated  to  displace  the  control  element 

14  away  from  the  stationary  pulley  element  5  or 
rightward  as  viewed  in  Fig.  1,  the  communication 
between  the  fluid  supply  communication  passage 
15  and  the  through  bores  10,  —  103  is  blocked,  and 

20  at  the  same  time  the  through  bores  103,  102  and 
10,  sequentially  come  into  communication  with 
the  drain  hole  11  via  the  fluid  drain  communica- 
tion  passage  16,  in  the  mentioned  order,  so  that 
the  hydraulic  fluid  is  drained  from  the  hydraulic 

25  pressure  chamber  8  to  the  outside  through  the 
through  bores  103,  102  and  101f  the  fluid  drain 
communication  passage  16,  and  the  drain  hole  1  1 
in  the  mentioned  order,  whereby  the  movable 
pulley  element  6  is  moved  away  from  the  station- 

30  ary  pulley  element  5  by  the  urging  pinch  force  of 
the  V-belt  21  to  increase  the  driving  pulley  pitch. 
Thus,  the  belt  21  moves  radially  inward  of  the 
driving  pulley  1  to  increase  the  transmission  ratio. 
If  the  control  element  14  is  moved  to  the  extreme 

35  position  remotest  from  the  stationary  pulley 
element  5,  the  pulley  assumes  the  largest  trans- 
mission  ratio  or  lowest  speed-providing  position 
as  shown  in  Fig.  1. 

Although  in  the  foregoing  embodiment  the 
40  coiled  spring  22  is  employed,  to  urge  the  control 

element  14  away  from  the  stastionary  pulley 
element  5,  the  hydraulic  fluid  may  be  used  in 
place  of  the  spring  22  for  the  same  purpose.  Also, 
the  control  element  14  may  be  joined  with  the 

45  cam  20b  by  a  suitable  coupling  means  so  as  to 
cause  the  control  element  14  to  axially  move  in 
the  axial  hole  9  only  in  response  to  rotation  of  the 
cam  20  alone,  i.e.  without  the  use  of  an  urging 
means  such  as  the  spring  22.  Furthermore,  the 

so  control  element  14  may  be  moved  by  manual 
operation. 

The  servomechanism  according  to  the  inven- 
tion  can  not  only  be  applied  to  infinitely  variable 
automatic  transmissions,  but  it  may  be  used  in  a 

55  wide  variety  of  apparatuses  and  systems  which 
include  a  sliding  element  to  be  controlled  in 
position. 

Claims 
60 

1.  A  hydraulic  servomechanism  comprising  a 
basic  body  (4)  having  an  axial  bore  (9)  formed 
therein,  a  peripheral  wall,  and  an  outer  peripheral 
surface;  a  stationary  element  (7)  provided  on  the 

65  outer  peripheral  surface  of  said  basic  body  (4)  at  a 
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Dredetermined  location  and  having  an  outer  peri- 
Dheral  portion  (7c);  a  sliding  element  (6)  fitted  on 
:he  outer  peripheral  surface  of  said  basic  body 
3nd  adjacent  said  stationary  element  and 
arranged  for  axial  sliding  movement  relative  to 
the  basic  body  and  the  stationary  element,  said 
sliding  element  (6)  cooperating  with  said  basic 
body  (4)  and  said  stationary  element  (7)  to  define 
therebetween  a  hydraulic  pressure  chamber  (8) 
having  therein  a  hydraulic  fluid  acting  upon  said 
sliding  element  (6)  to  cause  axial  displacement 
thereof;  an  urging  member  (21)  urging  said  slid- 
ing  element  (6)  against  the  pressure  of  said 
hydraulic  fluid  within  said  hydraulic  pressure 
shamber  (8);  a  hydraulic  fluid  supply  source  (19) 
for  generating  the  pressure  of  said  hydraulic  fluid 
supplied  to  said  hydraulic  pressure  chamber;  a 
;ontrol  element  (14)  being  axially  slidably 
mounted  in  said  bore  (9)  of  the  basic  body,  and 
means  (20)  being  provided  for  changing  the  axial 
position  of  the  control  element  so  that  the  fluid 
pressure  in  said  pressure  chamber  is  controlled, 
to  thereby  control  the  axial  position  of  the  sliding 
element,  whereby  the  position  of  the  sliding 
element  (6)  is  slaved  to  that  of  the  control  element 
(14)  characterised  in  that  a  plurality  of  through 
bores  (10,  —  103)  are  formed  in  the  peripheral  wall 
of  said  basic  body  (4)  and  axially  arranged  at 
predetermined  intervals  for  communicating 
between  said  axial  bore  (9)  of  said  basic  body  and 
said  hydraulic  pressure  chamber  (8),  said  through 
bores  being  completely  covered  by  the  sliding 
element  (6)  and  being  disposed  to  be  closed  and 
opened  successively  by  communication  thereof 
with  a  communication  hole  (13)  formed  in  said 
sliding  element,  the  outer  peripheral  surface  of 
said  control  element  (14)  having  formed  therein  a 
first  communication  passage  (15)  of  predeter- 
mined  axial  length  for  communicating,  depend- 
ing  upon  the  axial  position  of  said  control  element 
(14),  said  through  bores  (10,-103)  with  said 
hydraulic  fluid  supply  source  (19),  and  a  second 
communication  passage  (16)  of  predetermined 
axial  length  for  communicating,  depending  upon 
the  axial  position  of  said  control  element  (4),  said 
through  bores  with  a  zone  under  a  lower 
pressure. 

2.  A  hydraulic  servomechanism  as  claimed  in 
claim  1,  wherein  said  through  bore  (10,  —  103)  are 
divided  into  a  pluraity  of  groups,  the  through 
bores  of  each  group  being  arranged  axially  of  said 
basic  body  (4),  the  groups  being  arranged  circum- 
ferentially  of  said  basic  body. 

3.  A  hydraulic  servomechanism  as  claimed  in 
claim  2,  wherein  said  groups  have  an  identical 
number  of  said  through  bores  (10,  —  103)  with 
each  other,  said  through  bores  in  each  group 
having  centers  thereof  axially  offset  with  respect 
to  respective  corresponding  ones  of  an  adjacent 
group. 

4.  A  hydraulic  servomechanism  as  claimed  in 
any  of  claims  1  to  3  wherein  said  sliding  element 
is  a  movable  pulley  element  (6)  of  an  infinitely 
variable  transmission. 

Patentanspruche 

1.  Hydraulischer  Servomechanismus  mit  einem 
eine  axiale  Bohrung  (9),  eine  Umfangswand  und 

5  eine  aulSere  AulSenumfangsflache  aufweisenden 
Grundkorper  (4),  einem  auf  der  aulSeren 
Umfangswand  des  Grundkorpers  (4)  an  einer 
vorgegebenen  Stelie  vorgesehenen  stationaren 
Element  (7)  mit  einem  aulSeren  Umfangsteil  (7c), 

10  einem  auf  die  aulSere  Umfangsflache  des  Grund- 
korpers  aufgepalSten  und  benachbart  zum  statio- 
naren  Element  vorgesehenen  Gleitelement  (6), 
das  im  Sinne  einer  axialen  Gleitbewegung  relativ 
zum  Grundkorper  und  zum  stationaren  Element 

is  angeordnet  ist  und  mit  dem  Grundkorper  (4)  und 
dem  stationaren  Element  (7)  zwecks  Festlegung 
einer  hydraulischen  Druckkammer  (8)  zwischen 
diesen,  in  der  ein  hydraulisches  stromendes 
Medium  auf  das  Gleitelement  (6)  wirkt,  urn  des- 

20  sen  axiale  Verschiebung  zu  bewirken,  einem 
Antriebelement  (21  ),  welches  das  Gleitelement  (6) 
gegen  den  Druck  des  hydraulischen  stromenden 
Mediums  in  der  hydraulischen  Druckkammer  (8) 
treibt,  eine  Vorratsquelle  (19)  fur  ein  hydrauli- 

25  sches  stromendes  Medium  zur  Erzeugung  des 
Drucks  des  der  hydraulischen  Druckkammer 
zugefiihrten  hydraulischen  stromenden 
Mediums,  mit  einem  in  der  Bohrung  (9)  des 
Grundkorpers  axial  gleitend  montierten  Regler- 

30  element  (14)  und  mit  einer  Einrichtung  (20)  zur 
Anderung  der  Axialstellung  des  Reglerelementes 
derart,  dalS  der  Stromungsmediumdruck  in  der 
Druckkammer  geregelt  wird,  um  die  Axialstellung 
des  Gleitelementes  zu  regeln,  wodurch  die  Stel- 

35  lung  des  Gleitelementes  (6)  derjenigen  des 
Reglerelementes  (14)  folgt,  dadurch  gekennzeich- 
net,  dalS  in  der  Umfangswand  des  Grundkorpers 
(4)  eine  Vielzahl  von  Durchgangslochern  (10,  bis 
103)  vorgesehen  ist,  die  axial  in  vorgegebenen 

40  Abstanden  angeordnet,  sind,  um  eine  Verbindung 
zwischen  der  Axialbohrung  (9)  des  Grundkorpers 
und  der  hydraulischen  Druckkammer  (8)  zu  bil- 
den,  da(5  die  Durchgangslocher  vollstandig  dureh 
das  Gleitelement  (6)  abgedeckt  sind  und  durch 

45  Verbindung  mit  einem  im  Gleitelement  vorgese- 
henen  Verbindungsloch  (13)  aufeinanderfolgend 
geschlossen  und  geoffnet  werden,  dalS  die 
aulSere  Umfangsflache  des  Reglerelementes  (14) 
einen  ersten  VerbindungsdurchlalS  (15)  mit  voge- 

50  gebener  Axiallange  aufweist,  um  die  Durchgangs- 
locher  (10,  bis  103)  in  Abhangigkeit  von  der  Axial- 
stellung  des  Reglerelementes  (14)  mit  der  Quelle 
(19)  des  hydraulischen  Strdmungsmediums  in 
Verbindung  zu  bringen,  und  daS  die  auSere 

55  Umfangsflache  des  Reglerelementes  (14)  einen 
zweiten  VerbindungsdurchlaB  (16)  vorgegebener 
Axiallange  aufweist,  um  die  Durchgangslocher  in 
Abhangigkeit  von  der  Axialstellung  des  Regler- 
elementes  (4)  mit  einer  unter  geringerem  Druck 

60  stehenden  Zone  in  Verbindung  zu  bringen. 
2.  Hydraulischer  Servomechanismus  nach 

Anspurch  1,  bei  dem  die  Durchgangslocher  (10, 
bis  103)  in  eine  Vielzahl  von  Gruppen  unterteilt 
sind,  daS  die  Durchgangslocher  jeder  Gruppe  in 

65  Achsrichtung  des  Grundkorpers  (4)  angeordnet 
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sind,  und  daB  die  Gruppen  im  Umfangsrichtung 
des  Grundkorpers  angeordnet  sind. 

3.  Hydraulischer  Servomechanismus  nach 
Anspruch  2,  bei  dem  die  Gruppen  identische 
Anzahlen  von  Durchgangslochern  (10,  bis  103) 
aufweisen  und  daB  die  Durchgangslocher  in  jeder 
Gruppe  mit  ihren  Mittelpunkten  axial  in  Bezug  auf 
diejenigen  entsprechender  Durchgangslocher 
einer  benachbarten  Gruppe  versetzt  sind. 

4.  Hydraulischer  Servomechanismus  nach  den 
Anspruchen  1  bis  3,  bei  dem  das  Gleitelement  ein 
bewegliches  Scheibenelement  (6)  einer  endlos 
variablen  Kupplung  ist. 

Revendications 

1.  Servomecanisme  hydraulique  comprenant 
un  corps  de  base  (4)  dans  lequel  est  menage  un 
alesage  axial  (9)  et  qui  comporte  une  paroi  peri- 
pherique  et  une  surface  peripherique  exterieure, 
un  element  fixe  (7)  prevu  sur  cette  surface  peri- 
pherique  exterieure  du  corps  de  base  (4)  en  un 
emplacement  prefixe  et  comportant  un  partie 
peripherique  exterieure  (7c),  un  element  coulis- 
sant  (6)  qui  est  embroite  sur  la  surface  peripheri- 
que  exterieure  du  corps  de  base  et  est  adjacent  a 
cet  element  fixe  et  qui  est  agence  de  facon  a  subir 
un  depiacement  coulissant  axial  par  rapport  a  ce 
corps  de  base  et  cet  element  fixe,  ce  element 
coulissant  (6)  cooperant  avec  ce  corps  de  base  (4) 
et  ce  element  fixe  (7)  pour  delimiter  entre  eux  une 
chambre  de  pression  hydraulique  (8)  dans 
laqueile  reside  un  fluide  hydraulique  qui  agit  sur 
I'element  coulissant  (6)  de  facon  a  provoquer  un 
depiacement  axial,  un  piece  de  poussee  (21) 
repoussant  cet  element  coulissant  (6)  a  I'e'ncontre 
de  la  pression  du  fluide  hydraulique  situe  a 
I'interieur  de  la  chambre  de  pression  hydraulique 
(8),  une  source  d'alimentation  en  fluide 
hydraulique  (19)  permetant  de  creer  la  pression 
de  ce  fluide  hydraulique  amene  a  cette  chambre 
de  pression  hydraulique,  un  element  de  com- 
mande  (14)  etant  monte  de  facon  axialement 
coulissante  dans  I'alesage  (9)  du  corps  de  base,  et 
des  moyens  (20)  etant  prevus  pour  faire  varier  la 
position  axiale  de  cet  element  de  commande  de 
fagon  telle  que  la  pression  du  fluide  dans  la 
chambre  de  pression  est  reglee,  de  maniere  a 

assurer  ainsi  une  regulation  de  la  position  axiale 
de  I'element  coulissant,  de  sorte  que  cette  posi- 
tion  de  I'element  coulissant  (6)  est  asservie  a  celle 
de  I'element  de  commande  (14),  caracterise  en  ce 

5  que  de  multiples  pergages  traversants  (10,  —  103) 
sont  menages  dans  la  paroi  peripherique  du 
corps  de  base  (4)  et  sont  disposes  dans  le  sens 
axial  a  des  intervalles  prefixes  afin  de  permettre 
une  communication  entre  I'alesage  axial  (9)  du 

io  corps  de  base  et  la  chambre  de  pression 
hydraulique  (8),  ces  pergages  traversants  etant 
completement  recouverts  par  I'element  coulis- 
sant  (6)  et  etant  disposes  de  facon  a  etre  successi- 
vement  fermes  et  ouverts  par  communication  de 

15  ces  pergages  avec  un  passage  de  communication 
(13)  menage  dans  I'element  coulissant,  tandis  que 
sont  menages  dans  la  surface  peripherique  exte- 
rieure  de  I'element  de  commande  (14)  un  premier 
passage  de  communication  (15)  de  longuer  axiale 

20  prefixee  permettant,  en  fonction  de  la  position 
axiale  de  cet  element  de  commande  (14),  une 
communication  entre  les  pergages  traversant 
(10,  —  103)  et  la  source  d'alimentation  en  fluide 
hydraulique  (19),  et  un  second  passage  de  com- 

25  munication  (16)  de  longueur  axiale  prefixee  per- 
mettant,  en  fonction  de  la  position  axiale  de 
I'element  de  commande  (14),  de  faire  communi- 
quer  ces  pergages  traversants  avec  une  zone  se 
trouvant  sous  une  pression  plus  faible. 

30  2.  Servomecanisme  hydraulique  suivant  la 
revendication  1,  dans  lequel  les  pergages  traver- 
sants  (10,  —  103)  sont  repartis  en  plusieurs 
groupes,  les  pergages  traversants  de  chaque" 

.  groupe  etant  disposes  dans  le  sens  axial  du  corps 
35  de  base  (4),  tandis  que  les  groupes  sont  diposes 

dans  le  sens  circonferentiel  de  ce  corps  de  base. 
3.  Servomecanisme  hydraulique  suivant  la 

revendication  2,  dans  lequel  les  groupes  compor- 
tent  un  nombre  identique  de  pergages  traversants 

40  (10,  —  C3)  de  I'un  a  I'autre,  les  pergages  traver- 
sants  de  chaque  groupe  presentant  des  centres 
qui  sont  decales  axialement  par  rapport  a  des 
pergages  traversants  correspondants  particuliers 
d'un  groupe  adjacent. 

45  4.  Servomecanisme  hydraulique  suivant  I'une 
quelconque  des  revendications  1  a  3  dans  lequel 
I'element  coulissant  est  un  element  mobile  de 
poulie  (6)  d'une  transmission  a  reglage  continu. 
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